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Introduction
Papers of journalism professor specializing in journalism education and women journalists. Includes book manuscripts, materials on the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication, writings on journalism education and media gender bias.

Restriction
Donor retains copyright.

Box List

Box 1
Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication Convention Materials and Newsletters, 1950s-1990s
Publications and Papers
Gender Violence and the Press: The St. Kizito Story
The Cradle of Professional Journalistic Education in the Mid-Nineteenth Century
Death By Cheeseburger: High School Journalism in the 1990s and Beyond
Southern Illinois University-Carbondale, Long-Range Fundraising Committee Research- Annual Meetings, Papers and Speeches
Audio cassettes: Changing Views of the News Through History
Women in Crisis 2nd Annual Conference: Supreme Court Decisions Affecting Women in the ’70s, Future Directions, the ’80s
Video cassette: A Celebration of Excellence: American Press Institute 50th Anniversary Celebration

Box 2
Index Set- The Eleanor Roosevelt Encyclopedia
Correspondence, Drafts, Notes, etc.- Taking Their Place: A Documentary History of Women and Journalism

Box 3
Eleanor Roosevelt Encyclopedia
Paper on Philip and Katherine Graham
Paper on women journalists and freedom of the press

Box 4
African-American Press Project
Conferences/Conventions
Society of Professional Journalists Annual Reports
Publications
16 Audio Cassettes: Interviews, conferences, lectures, etc.

Box 5
*The White House Press Conferences of Eleanor Roosevelt*- Research, notes, press conference transcripts

Box 6
*The White House Press Conferences of Eleanor Roosevelt*- Press conference transcripts
*The Eleanor Roosevelt Encyclopedia* Manuscript (3 folders)
*Eleanor Roosevelt and the Media*- Book and draft

Box 7
*Eleanor Roosevelt and the Media*- Notes, drafts
*Dictionary of Literary Biography*- articles and research notes on Mary Clemmer Ames, T. Thomas Fortune, William Goddard, Philip and Katherine Graham, Mary L. Booth, Caroline H. Gilman, and William F. Bigelow
*The New Majority*- Report, notes, reviews
*Women in Media*- Reviews, 3 audio cassettes

Boxes 8-9
*Voices of Change*- research notes, manuscripts, interviews on 12 audio cassettes

Box 10
*Taking Their Place: A Documentary History of Women and Journalism* (with Sheila J. Gibbons)
*Advances in Gender and Communication Research* (contributor)
*Journalism: Stories from the Real World* (contributor)
*One Third of a Nation: Lorena Hickok Reports on the Great Depression* (ed. With Richard Lowitt)
*Harry S. Truman: The Man From Independence* (contributor)
*Dissertation*- *Pens and Petticoats: The Story of the First Washington Women Correspondents*
Other writings for publication, conferences

Box 11
Other writings for publication, conferences (6”)
Personal (2 folders)
Miscellaneous materials on journalism education, professional organizations, etc.

Box 12
Miscellaneous materials on journalism education, professional organizations, etc.
Boxes 13-14
Book reviews both by Beasley and for Beasley’s work

Box 15
Faculty Review
  Post-Tenure Review File, 1998
  1998 Resume
  International Activities
  Service Activities
  Teaching Activities
  Summary of Research
  Overview File

Box 16
Miscellaneous materials on professional organizations including American
  Journalism Historians Association, Oral History Association, Society of
  Professional Journalists, and Association for Education in Journalism and
  Mass Communication

  New Majority
  Papers presented at conferences